Leonie Weigelt (center) wants to take off internationally as a designer. At the show in Paris, she gave the models their last instructions.

21- year old from Schwerte conquered the catwalks in Milan and Paris
Young designer Leonie Weigelt knew early on that she wanted to enter the fashion business, and in March she had a show at Paris Fashion Week. But that wasn't enough for her.

By Dennis Görlich

Grown up in Ergste Leonie
Weigelt now wants to
conquer the catwalks of
the world - not as a model,
but as a designer.
At Paris Fashion Week,
she was able to present a
collection to an
international audience for
the first time. An even
bigger appearance is to
follow in autumn.
Leonie Weigelt says that
she has been fascinated by
sewing since she was little.
“I sewed when I was four.
I wanted a sewing machine
for my fifth birthday,”
reveals the 21-year-old
Ergster.
"But my grandmother said
that you have to be able to
sew correctly by hand
before you can sew with
the sewing machine." She
learned it from her
grandmother. Later she
also got her sewing
machine. Today Leonie
Weigelt studies at the
renowned Fashion Design
Institute (FDI) in
Düsseldorf and graduates
there as an “International
Fashion Designer”.

Show at the Paris
Fashion Week
On March 3, Weigelt had
her first major appearance
in front of an international
audience. At a show for
young designers she was
able to present twelve
outfits together with her
friend and fellow student
Natalie Tanus. Two of
them attracted special
attention because they
were made of wallpaper.
The two had to pay 5,000
euros for the joint
participation in the show.
But first they had to
convince the organizer.
“We talked on the phone
back and forth for months,
sent things over and
looked for sponsors.

We definitely wrote to
200 people.” The two
knew that they had a
little chance.
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Weigelt rejects the fact that
animals have to suffer for
fashion. “I think it’s horrible
to kill animals just because
we want a handbag.” Leather
and fur also comes under her
sewing machine, but not from
animals. “The materials are
wonderful. But it is also
imitated well nowadays’'

From California to the
top
Since the beginning of her
studies, everything went very
quickly for Weigelt. "I still
can not believe it. You
coming from a small town,
but now you are already in
Paris and receive requests
from fashion magazines.“
There is just little time to
process all this, because the
preparations for the collection
for the Fashion Week in
Milan in September are
already in full swing. "Since I
stopped sewing for the show
in Paris, I've started planning
for the other show."
After spending a year abroad
in California, she knows that
she is going to go back one
day to conquer the European
catwalks from there. Whether
Paris, Milan or Côte d'Azur Leonie Weigelt wants to do
her thing purposefully, as she
says herself and has a clear
goal in mind: "I want to go to
the top."

Wallpaper outfit
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